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Fold butterfly dollar bill

This video shows the viewer how to fold an origami butterfly using a dollar bill. A woman video shows a step-by-step technique used to build a butterfly with a dollar bill. In total, there are seven necessary steps to take the usual dollar note and fold it into a butterfly. The woman carefully explains and displays each step with great detail, so
by the end of the year, the viewer should also be able to fold the dollar bill butterfly. Do you want to learn Microsoft Excel and use the job-from-home job prospects to the next level? Jump-start your career with our Premium-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and get lifetime access to over 40 hours of
Basic advanced instruction on features, formula, tools, and more. Buy Now (97% off) &gt; Money Eds Butterfly should really be titled Ed's Butterfly. Adding money helps you describe it. Perhaps the more perfect name would be Ed's Money Origami Butter. The model was created by Ed Halley. You can also see your original text
instructions here, or you can see the traditional origami diagrams here. Instructions for Money Eds Butterfly Start with a crisp dollar bill with the black side facing up. Fold &amp; unfold the dollar bill in half. Fold up the left side of the dollar bill, so that the bottom edge of the paper aligns with the average bustle made in step 1. Repeat on the
right side, except fold the paper down to the upper edge of the paper corresponding to the middle of the creasing. Trim the pattern. Fold the top right corner down. Fold the lower left corner up. Valley fold the overhang strip of paper and tuck it under the main body pattern. Mountain fold (fold back) on the right side of the pattern so that it is
behind the left side of the pattern. Rotate a quarter turn clockwise. Make a thorax (body) butterfly: Mountain fold (fold back), right side behind the left side of the pattern. Unfold. Make the valley fold, stretching from the head of the butterfly to the base of the pattern. The angle of the fold may vary, it will change the size of the chest. A
convenient endpoint is the quarter mark of the edge of the dollar note. Fold the left wing back to the left. Follow the existing folds made in step 6. Valley times the left wing back to the right. Make the left and right wings symmetrical by adding wing tips (green dots). That's how it looks. The chest is finished. The next steps will be the
production of the upper and lower wings. Open the pattern so that it resembles a butterfly. Make the Lower Wings: Mountain fold right wing behind the left wing. Follow the ridge, where the paper overlaps on itself. Fold back to the basic butterfly shape. Repeat the equivalent mountain fold on the left. Make the Upper Wing: Mountain fold
(fold back) at the top of the wings. The crealing should go from the head of the butterfly to the middle of the wing. The location of the fold may vary to change the size of the upper and lower wings. Make the lower wings: Fold the lower wings so that the upper wings swing up. Make a fold to expand from the head of the butterfly to the
middle length of the lower wing. The location of the fold may vary. Money Eds Butterfly is done! Note that you can change the location of the wings and chest folds. On the left side of the butterfly was folded halfway to all the steps. On the right side of the butterfly was folded, so the folds are not exactly in the middle. It gives a slightly
different look. The butterfly is mostly green if you start with the black side, if the bill is facing up. If you start with the green side up, the butterfly will be black and white with a splotchy pattern. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. This origami dollar pencil butterfly is called Money Twist Tie Butterfly because it
requires something to tie two pieces together: something like a twist tie or flower wire. The design inspired the photo on this flickr site, but it's probably a traditional model. It uses two $1 bills and a twist tie. Twist tie is thin metal covered with paper or plastic. It is flexible and is often used to keep bags closed. You can also use a pipe
cleaner or an elastic band. Anything flexible and can fasten things together could work. Spruce Crafts wow factor in this DIY is off the map. There's something boyish about this origami piece, so it makes a great gift for dads, husbands, friends or colleagues. No doubt they'll appreciate the gesture while ooh-ing and aah-ing your handmade.
How to make an Easy Origami Dollar shirt from Spruce Crafts We write about the products and services we use. This page may contain affiliate links for which we receive a commission. Many people have been looking for ways to fold money. This topic has always intrigued me too. The closest I ever came to folding money in creative
forms was in high school when we used to fold dollar bills in the form of triangles (we didn't know how to fold paper footballers). Then we could try to flip our dollar triangle with false field targets. Folded money (a.a.s. origami money) is a great idea if you're giving money as a gift. It's also a really fun way to leave a tip! Anyway, here are
some cool ways to turn your dollar bills into creative form... Origami Money: How to Fold Dollar Bills Here's my latest find: Folded Money Faces Wearing Hats And old favorite: Creative Ways To Fold Money Now, just for fun, check out these money folding tips: How to Fold Money Into Special Shapes Fun Ways to Give A Gift Money
Origami Money is also a really cool way to gift money without cash envelopes or bulky cards. Here are some typical festive events where you can give a gift for money – by folding it – origami money style: Always lookout for a good bargain, I consider myself a frugal person – but not cheap. And not afraid to spend money on things that are
important. I like to share good deals with others when I find them. One of my favorite ways to save is to reuse the in ways that are not their intended purpose – so I write a lot about out-the-box ideas that most people wouldn't think of! When I'm not saving money or looking for good deals, you'll find me in the corner of Good News
&amp;amp; Fun Times as publisher of Fun Times Guide (32 fun &amp; useful websites). franklin.thefuntimesguide.com/the_face_behind_the_blog/ this origami dollar pencil butterfly is called Money Twist Tie Butterfly because it requires something to tie two pieces together: something like a twist tie or flower wire. The design inspired the
photo on this flickr site, but it's probably a traditional model. It uses two $1 bills and a twist tie. Twist tie is thin metal covered with paper or plastic. It is flexible and is often used to keep bags closed. You can also use a pipe cleaner or an elastic band. Anything flexible and can fasten things together could work. Money Eds Butterfly should
indeed be titled Ed's Butterfly. Adding money helps you describe it. Perhaps the more perfect name would be Ed's Money Origami Butter. The model was created by Ed Halley. You can also see your original text instructions here, or you can see the traditional origami diagrams here. Instructions for Money Eds Butterfly Start with a crisp
dollar bill with the black side facing up. Fold &amp; unfold the dollar bill in half. Fold up the left side of the dollar bill, so that the bottom edge of the paper aligns with the average bustle made in step 1. Repeat on the right side, except fold the paper down to the upper edge of the paper corresponding to the middle of the creasing. Trim the
pattern. Fold the top right corner down. Fold the lower left corner up. Valley fold the overhang strip of paper and tuck it under the main body pattern. Mountain fold (fold back) on the right side of the pattern so that it is behind the left side of the pattern. Rotate a quarter turn clockwise. Make a thorax (body) butterfly: Mountain fold (fold
back), right side behind the left side of the pattern. Unfold. Make the valley fold, stretching from the head of the butterfly to the base of the pattern. The angle of the fold may vary, it will change the size of the chest. A convenient endpoint is the quarter mark of the edge of the dollar note. Fold the left wing back to the left. Follow the existing
folds made in step 6. Valley times the left wing back to the right. Make the left and right wings symmetrical by adding wing tips (green dots). That's how it looks. The chest is finished. The next steps will be the production of the upper and lower wings. Open the pattern so that it resembles a butterfly. Make the Lower Wings: Mountain fold
right wing behind the left wing. Follow the ridge, where the paper overlaps on itself. Fold back to the basic butterfly shape. Repeat the equivalent mountain fold on the left. Make the Upper Wing: Mountain fold (fold back) at the top of the wings. The crealing should go from the head of the butterfly to the middle of the wing. Location may
vary to change the size of the upper and lower wings. Make the lower wings: Valley fold the lower wings so that the upper wings swing up. Make a fold to expand from the head of the butterfly to the middle length of the lower wing. The location of the fold may vary. Money Eds Butterfly is done! Note that you can change the location of the
wings and chest folds. On the left side of the butterfly was folded halfway to all the steps. On the right side of the butterfly was folded, so the folds are not exactly in the middle. It gives a slightly different look. The butterfly is mostly green if you start with the black side, if the bill is facing up. If you start with the green side up, the butterfly will
be black and white with a splotchy pattern. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Nice.
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